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(a) Belles Lettres???????????????????? (polite, 
refined, or elegant literature.) 
(b) Affect???????????? (to be fond of or pleased with.) 
 
?????  
(? ) human affairs????????????????????????
???????????????????????? (????????
??  ?????????? (??? )??????1952?1982? )???
??????????????????????????? (????
?????????????  ??????????????????
??1983? )?  
 90 
 
(? )	 Gallantry?????????????? ????????????
????????????????????????????????
???????? (?????? )?????????????? (???
??? )?  
(? ) Pierre Corneille[1606-84]??????????????????
??????? [1637]?	 
(? ) Jean Baptiste Racine[1639-99]?????????????????
??  
(? ) Devotion??????????????????????????
????? (??????????????????????  ???
??????????	 ???????? III?????????1985
? )?????????????????????????  
(? ) Joseph Addison[1672-1719]???????????  
(? ) Thomas Otway[1652-85]???????????  
(? ) Complaisance ????????????????????????
??? (?????? )?????????????????????
??? (Of the Standard of Taste)?????????????????
??????????????????????the act of yielding to the 
desire or demand of another; submission)??????????????
??????????? (?????????????????????
????  ???????1988 ? 9 ???p.182)?
